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then & now
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"the web is a global library  
produced by millions of people"

--Yochai Benkler



QofI-Print culture - 

Alexandrian fantasy

"universal access to all knowledge"
Brewster Kahle

Bibliotheca Universalis, sive 
Catalogus omnium scriptorum, in tribus 

linguis
Conrad Gesner, 1545

"a Library arranged for the use of the 
public must be universal ... "

Avis pour dresser une Bibliothéque, 
Gabriel Naudé, 1617 
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Alexandrian fantasy

"These Libraries in a few years, will be 

full and compleat, being furnished, not 

only with all the valuable and usefull Old 

Books in any Art of Science, but also with 

all the valuable New Books, so soon as 

every they are heard of or seen in the 

World"

An Overture for Founding and Maintaining 

of Bibliothecks in Every Paroch Throughout 

this Kingdom, James Kirkwood, 1699
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QofI News - 

final fantasy?

"A library of a million volumes could be compressed into 
one end of a desk".

Vannevar Bush

"A young generation of entrepreneurs asked what if we could 
take all the information in a library and put it on a 

little chip the size of a fingernail?  We did that and 
changed the world forever". 

John Kerry, 2004

"an America where every child can stretch a hand across a 
keyboard and reach every book ever written, every painting 
ever painted, every symphony ever composed". Bill Clinton, 

1966
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QofI News - 

"[books remain for] those addicted to 
tree flakes encased in dead cow" --Bill Mitchell

another shift
"information wants to be free" -Stewart Brand
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"Pushing us 
rapidly toward 
that eden of 
everything and 
away from the 
paradigm of the 
physical paper 
tome, is the hot 
technology of 
the search 
engine ... 

on your iPod ... 
if it doesn't 
plug directly 
into your brain"

Kevin Kelly
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cultural projects

"the memory of mankind"
--Goethe

"reserves against a spiritual winter
--Yourcenar
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QofI News - 

cultural authority
"The wild side of the Internet typified by blogs and fast-

running rumors could be tempered by the heft of these 
libraries". 

San Francisco Chronicle

"Google's newest project .. will help fulfill  the original 
intention of the Internet: to help people find solid 

background facts quickly".

Chicago Sun-Times

 "Most of today's online content was 'born digital, thus 
cannot be verified.  By contrast, library materials become 

available through Google originate from fully authoritative 
sources, and cover every conceivable topic since the advent 

of printing".
Michigan Library Press Release
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cultural 
authority



QofI-Print culture - 

endism

the end of institutions

questions of 
interdependence

Ginsparg server
Encyclopedia of Life

are we abandoning 
a 15th-century technology 

for an 11th-century institution?
10



QofI News - 

or the other way around?
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QofI-Print culture - 

legal problems

"people of the book"

Justice Samuel Alito, in his comments at the same 
event, went on to complain about the role of the 

Internet in legal reporting. 
 ... "It changes what it means to be a judge."

"Thus the engine of legal research, driven by 
sophisticated search algorithms ... through the 

sheer weight of legal information that it contains, 
collapse the structure of legal thought. ... It 
calls for a reconceptualization at the heart of 

American law."

--BB,"The heart of legal information" 
p
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beyond institutions

open source beyond software

"Linux has broader implications ... 

Peer production is a phenomenon 

of much wider implication"

-- Benkler, CP
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QofI-Print culture - 

Benkler's beyond ....

"software development and investigative 

reporting ... 

"the rise of effective, large-scale 

cooperative efforts .. beyond [core 

software platforms] ... encyclopedias, 

to news and commentary, to immersive 

entertainment ... 

Wikipedia, the most serious online 

alternative to Encyclopedia Britannica
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more endism   

Britannica

New York Times

RIAA

Hollywood
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QofI-Print culture - 

in my end is ...  
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QofI-Print culture - 

quality

the point here is qualitative.  
It is not ... that more people 

can participate in 

production... [but] that the 
widely distributed model of 

information production will 

better identify who is the best 
person to produce a specific 

modular component.

--Benkler, "Coase's Penguin"
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QofI-Print culture - 

key themes

 - networked information economy ... 

- networked public sphere ...

- critical and self-reflective culture ... 

- nonmarket production ...

- nonproprietary

- individual

- aggregates

-loose affiliation [not]...stable long-term 

relations

- the state is a suspect actor

-- Benkler, The Wealth of Networks
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benkler's dozen

clickworks
SETI

gutenberg
eureka

openlaw

academic enterprise

google

open directory

ginsparg

wikipedia

slashdot

mozilla

OED (Lessig)



laws of quality

Linus's law
"given enough eyeballs, all bugs are 

shallow. ... [G]iven a large enough beta-

tester and co-developer base, almost every 

problem will be characterized quickly and 

the fix obvious to someone".  

Graham's law
"The method of ensuring quality" in 

peer production is "Darwinian ... People 

just produce whatever they want; the good 

stuff spreads, and the bad gets ignored". 



karmatics.com



/. responds
1. It is not like a 1000 monkeys typing randomly on a type 

writer came up with the wikipedia.

2. The content of the wikipedia is controlled more so than 

most people think. There are editors, there is peer review 

etc.

3. You don't find a million slightly varying copies on a 

single topic which are then "naturally selected"

A wikipedia has as much value as shouting out a question in 

a packed stadium to receive the answers from a million 

people. Most of those who will bother to answer are those 

who will know something about the subject and most who won't 

answer are most likely those who don't know enough about the 

topic to comment.

How is this in any sense similar to evolution?



no limits?

"What, then, are the limitations of 
peer production?"

--Benkler, Coase's Penguin

up and down voting
"It works ... 800,000 English 

articles; 300,000 German; one billion 
words"

--Kapor

"Wikipedia, it's a researcher's dream"
--Paul Saffo



material realities of OSS
"don't break the build" 

--FreeBSD

" open source software projects, 

however, operate on a shared technical 

artifact. Theories about good solutions 

can be readily tested by running the 

code that implements theories. ... Code 

is both a detailed specification of a 

theory of how the system works, and the 

objective reality, which the developers 

construct. When the code works, the 

theory works and becomes real"

--Ilkka Tuomi



some examples 

gracenote

project gutenberg

[google books]

wikipedia



Nearly 100 percent of all contemporary recorded music 
has already been digitized, much of it by fans. --kk

gracenote
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gracenote



sampling

sorting things out
Borders' descriptors

gathering vs coordinating
gracenote guidelines

eyeballs enough?
Linus

Graham
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tear 'em up

28
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Project Gutenberg

Michael Hart, 1971
Declaration of Independence

Distributed Proofreading, 2000

17,000 + titles

2,000,000 monthly downloads
"large, well-organized ... 

comprehensive scholarly"
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gutenberg

"We do not write for the reader who cares 
whether a certain phrase in Shakespeare 
has a ":" or a ";" between its clauses. 
We put our sights on a goal to release 
etexts that are 99.9% accurate in the 

eyes of the general reader".
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Project Gutenberg :

The Life and Opinions 
of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman.

A work by Laurence Sterne

(two lines in Greek)

PG tips

32

http://www.sociallifeofinformation.com/
http://www.sociallifeofinformation.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurence_Sterne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurence_Sterne


QofI-Print culture - 

Project Gutenberg :

The Life and Opinions 
of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman.

A work by Laurence Sterne

(two lines in Greek)

It is not things themselves, 
but people's opinions about 

things that upset people.

PG tips

32

http://www.sociallifeofinformation.com/
http://www.sociallifeofinformation.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurence_Sterne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurence_Sterne


QofI-Print culture - 

"typographic culture"
By inspection into his horoscope, where five 

planets were in coition all at once with Scorpio 
(Haec mira, satisque horrenda.  Planetarum coitio 

sub Scorpio Asterismo in nona coeli statione, 
quam Arabes religioni deputabant efficit Martinum 

Lutherum sacrilegum hereticum, Christianae 
religionis hostem acerrimum atque prophanum, ex 

horoscopi directione ad Martis coitum, 
religiosissimus obiit, ejus Anima scelestissima 

ad infernos navigavit--ab Alecto, Tisiphone & 
Megara flagellis igneis cruciata perenniter.--

Lucas Gaurieus in Tractatu astrologico de 
praeteritis multorum hominum accidentibus per 

genituras examinatis.) (in reading this my father 
would always shake his head) in the ninth 

house ...33
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notes in parens

Chapter 1.XLV.

--'I wish, Dr. Slop,' quoth my 
uncle Toby repeating his wish for 
Dr. Slop a second time, and with 
a degree of more zeal and 
earnestness in his manner of 
wishing, than he had wished at 
first (Vide.))-- 'I wish, Dr 
Slop,' quoth my uncle Toby, 'you 
had seen what prodigious armies 
we had in Flanders.'  
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parens in notes
Had my mother, Madam, been a Papist, that consequence did not 
follow. (The Romish Rituals direct the baptizing of the child, in 
cases of danger, before it is born;--but upon this proviso, That 
some part or other of the child's body be seen by the baptizer:--
But the Doctors of the Sorbonne, by a deliberation held amongst 
them, April 10, 1733,--have enlarged the powers of the midwives, by 
determining, That though no part of the child's body should 
appear,--that baptism shall, nevertheless, be administered to it by 
injection,--par le moyen d'une petite canulle,--Anglice a 
squirt.--'Tis very strange that St. Thomas Aquinas, who had so good 
a mechanical head, both for tying and untying the knots of school-
divinity,--should, after so much pains bestowed upon this,--give up 
the point at last, as a second La chose impossible,--'Infantes in 
maternis uteris existentes (quoth St. Thomas!) baptizari possunt 
nullo modo.'--O Thomas! Thomas!  If the reader has the curiosity to 
see the question upon baptism by injection, as presented to the 
Doctors of the Sorbonne, with their consultation thereupon, it is 
as follows.)
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lost pages

Ten times a day has Yorick's ghost the 
consolation to hear his monumental 
inscription read over with such a variety 
of plaintive tones, as denote a general 
pity and esteem for him;--a foot-way 
crossing the church-yard close by the side 
of his grave,--not a passenger goes by 
without stopping to cast a look upon it,--
and sighing as he walks on, Alas, poor 
Yorick!

Chapter 1.XIII.
It is so long since the reader of this 
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lost pages

Chapter 3.LXXXI.

To conceive this right,--call for pen 
and ink--here's paper ready to your
hand.--Sit down, Sir, paint her to 
your own mind--as like your mistress 
as
you can--as unlike your wife as your 
conscience will let you--'tis all one
to me--please but your own fancy in 
it.

(blank page)
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divisions: chapters

Chapter 1.I

Chapter 4.LXXXI

blank chapter, torn out chapter, chapters 
on holes, sleep, sash windows, and even 

a "chapter on chapters".
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divisions: volumes

And in this, Sir, I am of so nice and
singular a humour, that if I thought you 

was able to form the least
judgment or probable conjecture to 

yourself, of what was to come in the
next page,--I would tear it out of my book.

Chapter 1.XXVI.

I have begun a new book, on purpose that I 
might have room enough to

40
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"shall we forever ... ?

Project Gutenberg Pan:

Translated from the Norwegian of 
Knut Hamsun
by W. W. Worster
With an Introduction by Edwin Bjˆrkman
New York
Alfred A. Knopf
1927
Published July, 1921
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shall we forever ...?

Penguin Pan: 

"the first version by W.W. 

Worster (Knopf, 1921), was 

bowdlerized, all the expressly 

erotic elements, however 

innocuous, having been 

deleted".
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Worster

Gutenberg Pan

And when she comes, my heart knows all, 

and no longer beats like a heart, but 

rings as a bell. I lay my hand on her.

    "Tie my shoe-string," she says, with 

flushed cheeks. 
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shoelaces

Penguin Pan:

"And when she comes my heart 

understands, and it no longer beats, it 

peals.  And she is naked under her dress 

from head to foot. I lay my hand on her.

   "Tie my shoelace," she says with 

flaming cheeks.  And a little later she 

whispers directly against my mouth, 

against my lips, Oh, you're not tying my 

shoelace, sweetheart, you're not 

tying ... not tying my ..."
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elsewhere in the project
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fashion statement?
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along came google
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"The case 
against 
Google ...
the virtual 
copy ....
scan first and 
ask questions 
later ..."

KK
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another shandy
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another shandy
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another shandy
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alas poor Lawrence
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chapter 2?
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chapter 2?

51
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lost & found

"Shall we for ever make new books, as 
apothecaries make new mixtures, by pouring 

only out of one vessel into another?"

quality control
errors in Tristram Shandy "originate in 

some popular nineteenth-century editions"
--R.C. Bald.
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search
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undoing a century's work?
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searching
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searching
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searching
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searching
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and so to wikis 
wikis vs wikipedia

Kicking Wiki Out Of The Patent Office

Patents are enduring, conferring rights on their owners for up to 20 years. Yet until about a week 
ago, scores of them may have been granted based partly on information that can be altered with a 
keystroke from anyone surfing the Web.

On Aug. 15, the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office yanked Wikipedia from the digital toolbox its 
examiners use to help determine a patent application's validity. But over the past several years, 
examiners used the online encyclopedia, which allows users to edit entries, to inform their decisions. 
Wikipedia has been cited in patent decisions on everything from car parts to chip designs.

"The problem with Wikipedia is that it's constantly changing," Patents Commissioner John Doll said. 
"We've taken Wikipedia off our list of accepted sources of information." An agency spokesperson 
said inquiries from BusinessWeek about the use of Wikipedia led to the policy shift.

Critics say the change is long overdue. "I've been complaining about this for years," says Greg 
Aharonian, publisher of a patent newsletter and a longtime agency gadfly. "From a legal point of 
view, a Wiki citation is toilet paper." Doll says the agency used Wikipedia entries as background and 
not as a basis for accepting or rejecting an application.

By Lorraine Woellert 

Business Week, 9/4/06
56
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wikipedia as evidence

"Hundreds of thousands of enthusiastic 
amateurs have written and cross-

referenced an entire online 
encyclopedia called Wikipedia, Buoyoed 

by this success, many nerds elieve 
that a billion readers can reliably 

weave together the pages of old books, 
one hyperlink at a time."

--KK
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Sterne again





every day in every way

1660

De' foe

Spy



on fame

"I strongly suspect that most English 

speakers would only recognize Defoe through 

RC; the Esperanto article mentions two or 

three translations of Robinson Crusoe, but 

no other works of Defoe, and a quasi-random 

sampling of the Library of Congress catalog 

turned up a number of translations of RC 

into French, German and Japanese, but no 

obvious translations of any of Defoe's 

other works".

Discussion page



on fame
"He is most famous for his novel [RC]"- 

9/02
 

"He became a famous pamphleteer, 
journalist and novelist" -- 1/04

"He became famous for [RC]" -- 10/04

"He first became famous for [RC]" -- 
11/04

  



on C++
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elsewhere
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elsewhere
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immediacy
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veropedia



veropedia



autobiography

community of practice

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_of_practice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_of_practice


more autobiography

network of practice

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_of_practice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_of_practice


modularity & 
"Peer production is limited not by the 

total cost or complexity of a 

project, but by its modularity, the 

granularity of its components, and 

the cost of integration".

--Benkler, CP

gracenote, gutenberg, wikipedia


